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Abstract—During software maintenance, developers have different information needs (e.g., to understand what type of maintenance activity to perform, the impact of a maintenance activity
and its effort). However, information to support developers may
be distributed across various sources. Furthermore, information
captured in formal architecture documentation may be outdated.
In this paper, we put forward a late breaking idea and outline a
solution to improve the productivity of developers by providing
task-specific recommendations based on concrete information
needs that arise during software maintenance.
Index Terms—software maintenance, software architecture,
natural language processing, text classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Expertise and skills to maintain high quality software
systems grow with experience. It is generally accepted that
experienced developers are better developers [1]. However,
skills and expertise required of those who maintain software
constantly evolve [2], e.g., the half-life of technology-related
software engineering knowledge is around five years [3]. Also,
those who develop and maintain software often have only
limited training in software development [4]. In this paper,
we put forward a late breaking idea to develop new methods
(and tools) to improve the productivity of software developers
by providing task-specific recommendations based on concrete
information needs during software maintenance. In particular,
we propose the use of knowledge extraction and classification
approaches to mine various types of software development
data and data sources.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
The overall problem our work aims to address is the
lack of information available to developers to make informed
maintenance decisions and to perform maintenance tasks. In
detail, our work aims at addressing the following problems:
• Insufficient information about maintenance activities:
Poor understanding of the concrete tasks that are required
to complete maintenance activities (including the impact
of maintenance activities) and related decisions make
maintenance difficult. For example, applying “extract
method” refactoring may be suitable for long methods
that are logically structured, but is more difficult for long
and poorly structured methods which implement a very

specific and unique business function. Furthermore, applying “extract method” refactoring may contradict a conscious design decision made by the “original” developers
(e.g., to reduce coupling at the cost of low modularity).
Developers often learn these trade-offs through experience as software maintenance is not typically taught in
software engineering degrees.
• Poor understanding of architecture change: Uninformed maintenance activities lead to increasing architecture complexity, accumulate architecture debt and decay, and affect quality attributes such as understandability, reliability, etc. Therefore, software engineers need
to understand where major architecture changes occur
(at different levels of abstraction, such as component
and/or system level). Also, software engineers need to
understand how much (i.e., to which extent and when)
architecture changes happen over time at both levels.
Some practical consequences of the above problems include
difficulties in budgeting and resource allocation (e.g., based
on the maintenance effort), staffing (e.g., based on required
expertise) and planning (e.g., when prioritizing maintenance
activities and when handling maintenance activities that are
performed across iterations in agile environments).
III. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
Consider a developer who is working on adding a new
preference to the open source reference management software
JabRef,1 e.g., for configuring default file names. Since preferences in JabRef can affect the behaviour of several components, such a task is architecture-relevant, and information on
how to address it exists in different sources and formats:
• A GitHub issue outlining the desired architecture of
JabRef2 contains a diagram showing the overall architecture and informal guidelines on how preferences
should be implemented: “If only one or two methods are
touched, I would pass the parameter, but if this would
touch a lot more methods, we should use the observer
pattern instead.” Natural language processing can be used
to extract this relevant information.
1 https://github.com/JabRef/jabref
2 https://github.com/JabRef/jabref/issues/1579

The existing JabRef source code contains previously
implemented preferences. Applying static or dynamic
analysis [5] would reveal how these have been implemented, and, in particular, whether they followed the
observer pattern.
• Architectural knowledge, such as how to properly implement design patterns, has been described in formal
and informal documentation. In the case of the observer
pattern, textbook knowledge such as the Gang-of-Four
book [6] would be relevant.
• At the same time, many informal documentation
sources, such as blog posts [7], discuss opinions and
experiences related to architectural designs. For the observer pattern, Neill Morgan’s blog post on pros and
cons of the observer pattern3 could serve as a source for
developer recommendations.
It would take considerable time to find all of the relevant
information when performing a maintenance task like this one
and some relevant information is likely to be missed.
•

IV. P ROPOSED S OLUTION
We propose the use of automated tools that can assist developers during software maintenance activities. Our envisioned
solution uses natural language processing techniques to filter
and combine architecture-related information across multiple
sources, some of which are general sources of information
(e.g., online discussions or version control/issue tracker data
of publicly available open source systems), while others are
specific to the system under maintenance (e.g., version control
data and documentation of a particular system). The novelty
of our proposed work is as follows:
• We will focus on architecture-relevant information. This
is because maintenance at the code level has been studied
in the past, e.g., in the context of removing technical
debt and code smells [8]. Maintenance of systems at the
architecture level on the other hand is less understood, yet
places significant challenges in practice (see for example
the growing interest in architectural technical debt [9]).
As argued by Martini and Bosch, sub-optimal architecture
decisions can lead to immature architectural artifacts
and compromised quality attributes [10]. Also, architectural information is often recorded by more informal
means (e.g., technical or personal notes, emails, wikis,
minutes) [11], and, even though high-level abstractions
often remain useful even when the implementation details
change, gets easily outdated due to its complexity [12]
and no longer represents the implemented architecture.
• We will utilize existing software development data, such
as software repositories and software development tools
that developers commonly use (e.g., version control systems, bug trackers, online/public sites and communities).
This removes the need to create and maintain separate
documentation, and, therefore, reduces workload and
3 https://neillmorgan.wordpress.com/2010/02/07/
observer-pattern-pros-cons/

outdated data. Prior research suggests that these sources
do indeed provide reusable information for different activities in the context of software architecting (e.g., [13]).
• We will utilize multiple sources, rather than relying on
one data source. Information from different sources can
complement each other to provide more comprehensive
information based on the information needs of developers
during maintenance. Relevant information can often be
found scattered throughout multiple forms of documentation and information sources. For example, we may
combine commits and related information (e.g., who
committed, and when), version control data and change
logs, API references, wikis, project management data and
discussions on Slack (e.g., how controversial a refactoring
recommendation was in the past). Some sources can
be general (e.g., discussions on Stack Overflow), while
others may be specific to a system (e.g., an issue tracker).
• We will include opinions and experience of those who
develop and maintain software. As research has shown,
practitioners often base their decisions on the experience
and opinions of others they trust rather than on empirical
evidence [14], [15].
Considering the variety of sources that can contain useful information for maintenance tasks with content ranging
from facts (e.g., extracted from source code) to guidelines
and opinions, our proposed approach to identify and extract
architecture-relevant knowledge is more complex than existing
software-related knowledge extraction approaches, e.g., for
explaining API types [16].
To build a system which can automatically issue recommendations to developers who are working on architecture-relevant
tasks, at least three challenges need to be addressed:
• Identify architecture-relevant tasks. We will conceptualize
developers’ tasks as GitHub issues, and use similar issues
and the changes made to address them to determine
whether a task is architecture-relevant.
• Identify architecture-relevant information. We will address this challenge using text classification approaches
with a seed corpus of architecture-relevant keywords. In
the example provided in Section III, a design pattern such
observer would be part of a keyword catalogue.
• Collect and aggregate relevant information. To issue
recommendations to developers, information from various
sources needs to be aggregated, considering its credibility [17]. We will employ multi-document summarization
and knowledge graph approaches [18] towards this goal.
This will result in a set of architecture-relevant recommendations for each architecture-relevant maintenance task.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we outlined some pressing problems that
occur during software maintenance and in particular related
to planning and understanding architecture change. We also
motivated and described our solution which relies on harvesting existing knowledge from multiple sources based on the
concrete information needs of developers.
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